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GETTING STARTED
w e l co m e

TOOLS

Thank you for purchasing
Steve's Station!

These tools are required but not provided for this installation:
Box Knife
1/2" Socket
Ratchet
Four-wheel furniture dollies (2 ea)

If you have any questions or if we can
help you in any way, please contact us
at 800.325.3841.

The following tool is required and
provided in a padded envelope:
5/32" Hex Anthro Driver

STEP 1
UNPACK
 Make sure you have enough space around the pallet to work. Allow about 8ft x
10ft plus space to stage accessories.
 Cut the strapping that secures the box to the pallet and remove the box.
 Remove and inventory the parts boxes inside. Using the Parts List on this
instruction.
 Using the 1/2” socket and ratchet, remove the four 5/16” hex bolts securing the
table to the pallet. One in each of the two black stablizer brackets against the
worksurface and one in each of the triangular hand-holds in the wood braces.
 Flatten the side of the cardboard tray nearest the table’s worksurface. Roll your
two furniture dollies up to the pallet and tuck the side of the tray under the
edge of your dollies.
 With one or two people on each end of the table, use the hand-holds on the
wood lifting frame to lift the table off the pallet and onto the dollies. Tables
weigh as much as 450 lbs. Make sure you have enough people to safely
perform this lift!
 Carefully move the table and any accessory boxes to the installation
destination.
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Questions? Call us at 800.325.3841 or visit anthro.com. We’re happy to walk you through the assembly!

STEP 2
ONCE YOU’RE IN THE ROOM
 Determine the location and orientation of the
assembled table.
 Roll the table into place. Leave about two feet behind
the table so you have room to move during assembly.
 Use the hand-holds on the wood lifting frame to lift
the table off the dollies and to the floor. The table's
just as heavy as it was when you put it on the dollies,
so be sure you have enough people for this lift.
 If you have casters for the table, install them now.
Unscrew the feet that the table came with first. Next,
install a washer over each caster’s threaded stem and
install the casters.
 Using the hand-holds on the wood lifting frame, rotate
the table onto its feet.
 Locate the padded envelope and find a 5/32" hex
Anthro driver inside. Using that driver, remove the two
screws securing the wood lifting frame to the table
bracket (one screw per bracket).
 Slide each wood lifting frame away from the table and discard.
 Remove and discard the protective foam next to the bracket.
 At the rear of the table, remove the black steel lifting brackets from the table frame using the Anthro driver. Recycle
these with your metal recycling.
 Route the power cable through the end of the cable enclosure (left side or right side) and plug in the table. Check
that the connections on the Control Box are secure.

STEP 3
HOME THE TABLE
 From the front of the table, locate the keypad just under the worksurface on the right side.
 Move the table to its lowest position. Let go the button and press the DOWN button again and hold it for five
seconds. The table will bump a few times and settle into place.

Steve's Station Assembly Instructions
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STEP 4
TEST THE TABLE
 Make sure the table is plugged in and connections to the control box are secure.
 Test the Safety Stops. Locate the float plates on the left and right sides of the
table where the legs meet the worksurface.
 Move the legs down. While they're moving, press one float plate. The table
should stop moving down and move up 2”. Repeat for the other float plate.

CONGR ATULATIONS ! yOUR STE V E'S sTATION INSTA LLATION IS COM PLETE!

*300-5552-00*
300-5552-00

Warranty:
Steve's Station has a Lifetime Warranty against
manufacturing on the table; two-year warranty
on legs and electrical system. Cords and plugs
are not warranted.
Notices:
Technology Furniture and Steve's Station are
trademarks of Anthro Corporation.
Anthro reserves the right to modify the design
and specifications without prior notice.
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